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ABSTRACT

Acknowledgements found in scholarly papers allow for credit attribution of nonauthor
contributors. As such, they are associated with a different kind of recognition than authorship.
While several studies have shown that social factors affect authorship and citation practices,
few analyses have been performed on acknowledgements. Based on 878,250 acknowledgees
mentioned in 291,167 papers published between 2015 and 2017, this study analyzes the
gender and academic status of individuals named in the acknowledgements of scientific
papers. Our results show that gender disparities generally found in authorship can be
extended to acknowledgements, and that women are even more underrepresented in
acknowledgements section than in authors’ lists. Our findings also show that women
acknowledge proportionally more women than men do. Regarding academic status, our
results show that acknowledgees who have already published tend to have a higher position
in the academic hierarchy compared with all Web of Science (WoS) authors. Taken together,
these findings suggest that acknowledgement practices might be associated with academic
status and gender.

1. INTRODUCTION

Acknowledgements found in scientific papers are a public testimony of authors’ gratitude and
recognition that can reveal contributions of varied nature made by individuals, institutions,
and organizations. As such, acknowledgements have been positioned along side authorship
and citations as a form of scientific recognition in the “reward triangle” (Cronin, 1995).
They also allow for the division of credit among authors and other contributors named in
the acknowledgements section. In this sense, acknowledgements can illuminate “sub-authorship
collaboration” (Patel, 1973, p.81). In the reward system of science (Merton, 1973)—where
authorship constitutes the main means to accumulate “symbolic capital” (Bourdieu, 1975)—
a mention in the acknowledgements is not associated with the same kind of recognition as
authorship. Moreover, given the hierarchical structure of the scientific community, it can be
difficult to discern the reason justifying one’s presence (or absence) in the authors’ list,
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because credit attribution can be difficult to disentangle from one’s status within the hierarchy
(Heffner, 1979). Credit attribution does not exclusively rely on the nature of contributions
made, and numerous other factors come into play, such as disciplinary context, structure of
the project (Jabbehdari & Walsh, 2017), and one’s position in the academic hierarchy (Cole &
Cole, 1973; Merton, 1973; Zuckerman, 1977). Among those factors, gender, seniority, and
academic status have been shown to have an effect on inclusion in authorship lists
(Haeussler & Sauermann, 2013; Larivière, Desrochers, et al. 2016; Lissoni, Montobbio, &
Zirulia, 2013). A recent survey of 6,673 researchers provided evidence that discipline, aca-
demic rank, and gender were all affecting, to various degrees, authorship disagreements in
research teams (Smith, Williams-Jones, et al., 2019).

1.1. Nonauthor Collaborators

Authorship criteria have been the subject of numerous discussions in the last decades (e.g.,
Marušić, Bošnjak, & Jerončić, 2011; Sismondo, 2009; Wager, 2009; Wislar, Flanagin, et al.,
2011). However, collaborators who are not authors have received less attention. Shapin’s sem-
inal work (1989) has shown that the essential role played by technicians in the scientific de-
velopment of the 17th century has been completely obliterated from the history of science, as
their contributions were not recorded anywhere—reflecting their invisible status at the time.
The professionalization of science has transformed the organization of scientific work, yet
technicians’ contributions remain invisible in many ways.

Heffner (1979) was one of the first to investigate the credit allocation in science using ac-
knowledgements as recognition for contributions. Based on a questionnaire completed by 207
individuals named in acknowledgements of scientific papers (acknowledgees) from social and
natural sciences, Heffner found that publication credit is not always attributed on the basis of
universalistic principles, and that 12% of respondents reported having been excluded from the
authors’ list when they felt their contribution warranted authorship. Female PhDs were twice
as likely as any other group in his sample (male and non-PhDs) to express exclusion from the
authorship list when they believed they should have been named as an author.

Laband and Tollison (2000), Laudel (2002), Ponomariov and Boardman (2016), and
Bozeman and Youtie (2016) analyzed collaboration beyond lists of authors. Laband and
Tollison (2000) compared the number of coauthors (formal collaboration) and the number
of individuals mentioned in the acknowledgements (informal collaboration) in economics
and biology. Although formal coauthorship was more frequent in biology, informal collabora-
tion appeared as more prominent in economics, demonstrating that disciplinary practices can
affect collaboration in its forms and rewards. Based on interviews and publication analysis of
101 researchers, Laudel (2002) found that one third of all collaborators were nonauthors, and
were only mentioned in the acknowledgements. Moreover, about half of the contributions
were not publicly credited, and therefore remained invisible in formal communication chan-
nels. Ponomariov and Boardman (2016) surveyed 1,581 academic researchers and asked
about their relationship with their closest collaborators. They showed that there are numerous
dimensions to coauthorship and that collaboration often does not lead to coauthored papers.
The authors conclude that the “fluid content and boundaries of collaborations” (p. 1959) call
for data that go beyond traditional coauthorship lists. Bozeman and Youtie (2016) interviewed
and analyzed online posts of US researchers on factors relating to the perceived unwarranted
exclusion and inclusion from authors’ lists. Their analysis shows that a few interacting variables
can explain the perceived exclusion from authorship: the geographic separation of collabora-
tors (especially, the relocation of less-experienced individuals), differential in power and ex-
perience, disagreements about the value of technical contributions, and gender dynamics.
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More recently, Jabbehdari and Walsh (2017), and Paul-Hus, Mongeon, et al. (2017) inves-
tigated the presence of nonauthor collaborators (i.e., those who contributed to a project but do
not appear as authors) across research fields. Based on a survey of 1,643 authors, Jabbehdari
and Walsh (2017) found that nonauthor collaborators are not rare and that their presence var-
ies by discipline. The highest rates of nonauthor collaborators occurred in engineering and in
agricultural sciences, while the lowest occurred in computer science and mathematics, and in
physics and space science. Analyzing 362,767 scientific papers and their acknowledgements,
Paul-Hus et al. (2017a) found that the mean numbers of acknowledgees (nonauthor collabo-
rators) per paper were the highest in social sciences, biology, and earth and space, and the
lowest in mathematics and chemistry. These findings show that traditional differences ob-
served between disciplines in terms of team size are greatly reduced when acknowledgees
are taken into account.

1.2. The Gender Gap in Acknowledgements

Few studies have looked at the gender of individuals named in the acknowledgements of sci-
entific publications. Hoder-Salmon (1978), Lewis-Beck (1980), and Coates (1999) have dis-
cussed the gender issue of scientific credit distribution looking at the contributions of
spouses through the analysis of scholarly books’ acknowledgements.

Moore (1984) investigated the effect of authors’ gender on the content of their acknowledge-
ments, and more specifically on the gender of those acknowledged. In a study based on 300
male-authored and 70 female-authored psychology books, Moore (1984) found that while
men acknowledgedmainly othermen,women acknowledged the contributions of both genders.
In another analysis, based on 684 psychology articles, Moore (1984) found a lower proportion of
female acknowledgees, especially among male authors. Sugimoto and Cronin (2012) obtained
the same results while analyzing the scholarly production of six important information scientists.
The authors included in their sample were more likely to acknowledge individuals of the same
sex, which led Sugimoto and Cronin to conclude that “scholars are more likely to seek (and
acknowledge) collaboration, consultation, and guidance from same-sex colleagues” (p. 463).

Looking at the gender of authors and acknowledgees in women’s studies, Cronin,
Davenport and Martinson (1997) found, as expected given the field, that the vast majority
of authors are women (93% of 1,504 authors). When looking at the gender of acknowledgees,
they found that 66% of the individuals mentioned in the acknowledgments are women and
20% men, the remainder being either unidentified or unknown. The results also show a higher
mean number of acknowledgees per paper in women’s studies than in philosophy, history,
psychology, and sociology. More recently, Dung, López, et al. (2019) highlighted women’s
hidden contributions to the field of theoretical population genetics by analyzing programmers
acknowledged within articles published between 1970 and 1990 in the journal Theoretical
Population Biology. The results (Dung et al., 2019) showed that women are significantly more
present within the acknowledged programmers (43.2% of women) as compared to authors
(7.4% of women).

1.3. Objectives

In focusing on acknowledgees as nonauthor collaborators, the objective of this paper is to
better understand how gender and academic status may associate with credit attribution prac-
tices in the context of acknowledgements. More specifically, the first goal of this paper is to
measure the percentage of acknowledgees who are women, and to assess whether this per-
centage varies across disciplines and as a function of the gender of the leading authors. The
second goal of this paper is to characterize the academic status of acknowledgees who are
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also authors of other scientific publications (academic age, number of publications, citations,
and leading role).

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Data

This study is based on all acknowledgements extracted from articles and reviews published
between 2015 and 2017, and indexed in the Science Citation Index Expanded (SCI-E) and
Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI) from Clarivate Analytics’ Web of Science (WoS).1

Access to the WoS data in a relational database format was provided by the Observatoire
des Sciences et des Technologies (http://www.ost.uqam.ca). The data set used in the present
analysis was extracted from the full text of the acknowledgements sections of papers, and in-
cludes 1,045,131 acknowledgements from as many papers. The data set covers all disciplines
included in the SCI-E and SSCI. The disciplines of papers were assigned using the NSF field
classification of journals (National Science Foundation, 2006); the NSF classification assigns
only one discipline specialty to each journal, thus preventing multiple counting of multidisci-
plinary papers.

2.2. Analysis

The extraction of individual names from acknowledgement texts was done using the Stanford
Named Entity Recognizer (NER) (Finkel, Grenager, & Manning, 2005) module of the Natural
Language ToolKit (NLTK) (Bird, Klein, & Loper, 2009). To obtain the number of acknowl-
edgees per paper, the algorithm was applied to each string of acknowledgement text retrieved
from WoS and all named entities tagged as “person” were selected.2

Several data cleaning procedures were undertaken in order to eliminate nonhuman entities
from the list of extracted names. First, incomplete names were removed from the list (occur-
rences containing only a first or last name, or only initials), retaining only occurrences com-
posed of a complete name (i.e., at least one initial and one last name). We then manually
removed all remaining names that did not refer to individual persons, such as grant, founda-
tion, organization, and institution names. Examples of such names removed by manual clean-
ing include Frederick Banting (grant), Marie Curie (grant and foundation), Boehringer
Ingelheim (organization), and Instituto de Salud Carlos III (institution).

Because acknowledgements often contain the name(s) of the author(s) signing the paper
from which the acknowledgements are retrieved, a final step of cleaning was necessary.
When the name(s) extracted from the acknowledgements of a paper X matched the name of
one of the authors appearing in the byline of that paper (using the first initial and the last
name), this name was removed from the acknowledgees list for that specific paper, such as
in the example below:

Paper X
Authors: J. Zhang, X. Feng and Y. Xu
Acknowledgements text: “Jinsong Zhang, Xiao Feng, and Yong Xu contributed equally to
this work […].”

1 Acknowledgements data are collected and indexed in the WoS only if they include funding information
(Paul-Hus, Desrochers & Costas, 2016).

2 This extraction procedure was used in a previous round of analysis on a smaller data set (Paul-Hus,
Mongeon, et al., 2017a).
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2.3. Determining the Gender of Authors and Acknowledgees

For the purpose of our analysis, we consider first and corresponding authors as lead authors of
a paper, because first authors are generally associated with the highest proportion of tasks per-
formed in a paper (Larivière et al., 2016), and the corresponding author is assigned to the au-
thor responsible for correspondence and is often associated with the initial conception and
supervision of the research project (Mattsson, Sundberg, & Laget, 2011). If both the first and
corresponding authors are women, the paper is considered female-led; if both are men, the
paper is considered male-led; and if first and corresponding author are of different genders, the
paper is considered mixed.

The gender assignation of personal names (authors and acknowledgees) was done using
the Wiki-Gendersort algorithm (Bérubé, Sainte-Marie, et al., 2020). By using Wikipedia pages
to get gender information, this algorithm increases the reliability of gender assignation by ex-
amining the first names of the names covered by Wikipedia and counting the number of mas-
culine and feminine pronouns in the introduction section of the first 20 pages. Gender is
assigned to a first name when the same gender was attributed to 75% of Wikipedia pages.
No gender is assigned when this threshold is not met. As shown in Table 1, using the
Wiki-Gendersort algorithm we were able to identify the gender of 67% of all personal names
mentioned in the acknowledgements of our data set, and of 70% of the authors. The remain-
der are classified as unknown gender, which includes unisex names. Our analysis of the gen-
der variable uses occurrences of individual names for which a gender could be assigned
(Female or Male).

Table 1. Number of papers and acknowledgements mentioning person’s names, by discipline

Discipline
Number
of papers

Number of mentions of person’s names (acknowledgements) Authorships
Female Male Unknown

N

% with
identified
genderN % N % N %

Biology 124,234 116,336 20.6% 245,110 43.5% 202,656 35.9% 606,885 73.2%

Biomedical Research 177,916 139,862 23.0% 248,762 41.0% 218,193 36.0% 1,304,857 78.2%

Chemistry 101,983 38,730 17.2% 108,015 48.0% 78,319 34.8% 539,223 74.7%

Clinical Medicine 179,725 153,204 30.9% 212,903 42.9% 130,490 26.3% 1,338,073 77.1%

Earth and Space 124,087 78,717 16.2% 246,523 50.6% 161,696 33.2% 699,914 59.9%

Engineering and
Technology

131,867 33,706 11.7% 141,103 49.1% 112,576 39.2% 627,025 65.2%

Health 16,191 25,281 47.1% 20,556 38.3% 7,854 14.6% 80,641 85.1%

Mathematics 25,272 4,883 8.7% 31,010 55.0% 20,521 36.4% 64,948 72.2%

Physics 96,156 17,300 6.3% 113,884 41.7% 142,056 52.0% 601,672 39.5%

Professional Fields 15,828 20,151 27.0% 46,378 62.1% 8,101 10.9% 46,415 83.4%

Psychology 22,364 34,535 42.6% 33,583 41.4% 12,905 15.9% 91,815 88.6%

Social Sciences 29,508 38,722 24.8% 101,477 65.1% 15,793 10.1% 77,497 84.4%

Total 1,045,131 701,427 20.9% 1,549,304 46.1% 1,111,160 33.1% 6,078,965 70.2%
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2.4. Determining the Academic Status of Acknowledgees

Determining whether an acknowledgee is the author of at least oneWoS-index article or review
is not an easy task, given that we only have acknowledgees’ names, and no institutional or
disciplinary affiliation (except that of the acknowledging paper). First, all authors names from
WoS database were disambiguated using the Caron and van Eck algorithm (2014). Then, for
each acknowledgee name, we found all unique disambiguated authors with the same name.
We considered an author–acknowledgee match to be valid when there was only one author–
acknowledgee pair found in the same discipline or with the same institutional affiliation as the
acknowledging paper. We thus focus on precision over recall, as individuals with very common
names are almost systematically excluded. As shown in Table 2, following this procedure,
520,932 distinct acknowledgees with at least oneWoS publication (article or review) were found.

For each acknowledgee identified as an author, we use the following indicators as proxies
for their academic status:

• academic age (2017 minus the publication year of the first paper),3

• number of publications (all publications published until 2017),
• total field-normalized citations (based on the aforementioned NSF classification, the total

was calculated as the sum of field-normalized citation scores), and
• share of the acknowledgees’ publications for which he or she has a leading role (first or

corresponding author).

Table 2. Number of distinct acknowledgees and distinct acknowledgees who are also authors in
WoS, by discipline

Discipline
Number of distinct
acknowledgees

Number of distinct acknowledgees
also authors in WoS
N %

Biology 349,623 77,671 22.2%

Biomedical Research 380,767 105,490 27.7%

Chemistry 135,240 38,641 28.6%

Clinical Medicine 279,569 61,073 21.8%

Earth and Space 263,375 79,207 30.1%

Engineering and Technology 166,995 44,395 26.6%

Health 36,689 8,996 24.5%

Mathematics 25,955 10,471 40.3%

Physics 138,884 46,304 33.3%

Professional Fields 47,127 12,261 26.0%

Psychology 53,684 11,954 22.3%

Social Sciences 93,554 24,469 26.2%

All disciplines 1,585,389 520,932 32.9%

3 Data for the academic age is limited to papers published after 1980, because disambiguated authors’ data
are not valid before this year. The maximum academic age of an author is thus 36 years old.
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These indicators are used to measure acknowledgees’ position within the academic hierar-
chy. The results for these indicators are presented as a distribution of values. In order to com-
pare the results for acknowledgees who are also authors, we use the distributions of all authors
who had published at least one article in WoS between 2015 and 2017, each author being
assigned to the discipline in which he or she has the highest number of publications
throughout his or her career. In the event of a tie, one of the tied disciplines was chosen
randomly.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Gender

Figure 1 compares the percentage of women among all authors, acknowledgees, and the sub-
set of acknowledgees who are also authors, by discipline. It shows that the well-known gender
gap found in authorship (Larivière, Ni, et al., 2013; West, Jacquet, et al., 2013) is also present
in acknowledgements. Women represent less than half of both authors and acknowledgees in
all disciplines, with the only exception of Health, where women account for the majority of
authors, acknowledgees, and acknowledgees who are also authors. Despite some disciplinary
variations, proportions of female acknowledgees and female authors are quite similar (differ-
ences ranging from 4.5% between all acknowledgees and authors in Clinical Medicine to
−3.1% between all acknowledgees and authors in Social Sciences and Mathematics). All dis-
ciplines taken together, women represent 28.4% of all authors, 29.7% of all acknowledgees,
and 28.3% of the subset of acknowledgees who are also authors.

Table 3 presents the percentage of female acknowledgees as a function of leading author
gender. For each discipline, the proportion of female acknowledgees is higher in female-led
papers (women as first or corresponding authors) than in the mixed-led papers or male-led
papers. The difference in the proportion of female acknowledgees between female-led papers
and male-led papers ranges from 23.4% in Health to 11.0% in Biology, with a difference of
18.0% when all disciplines are taken together.

Figure 1. Percentage of female authors, acknowledgees, and acknowledgees who are also authors
by discipline.
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3.2. Academic Status

Figure 2 compares the distributions of WoS authors to the subset of acknowledgees who are
also authors, as a function of each of the four indicators.4 It shows that, for all indicators, the
distributions of the acknowledgees is less concentrated than that of all WoS authors.
Moreover, the acknowledgees’ distributions spread on longer tails, with a smaller share of
the distributions toward the lowest values for the four indicators.

In terms of number of publications, 80% of all disambiguated WoS authors have fewer than
seven publications, while only 30% of acknowledgees have fewer than seven publications
(80% of the acknowledgees have fewer than 80 publications). When considering the total
field-normalized citations, a similar pattern is observed: 80% of WoS authors have fewer than
seven field-normalized citations, while only 27% of acknowledgees have less than seven field-
normalized citations (80% of acknowledgees have less than 145 field-normalized citations).
As for academic age, 80% of WoS authors have an academic age of six years or less, while
22% of acknowledgees have an academic age of 6 years or less (80% of acknowledgees
have an academic age of less than 24 years). Both distributions of leading authorships show
similar patterns, with important peaks at 0% (no leading authorship), 50% (leading position in
half of the authored publications), and 100% (leading position in all authored publications),
which is due to the high proportion of researchers having one or two papers. However, the
distribution of acknowledgees is once again less concentrated than the WoS distribution, with
20% of the acknowledgees having less than 1% of leading authorships, while 54% of WoS

Table 3. Percentage of acknowledgees who are female as a function of the gender of the leading
authors, by discipline

Discipline
Female-led
papers

Mixed-led
papers

Male-led
papers

Difference between
female-led and
male-led papers

Health 62.9% 45.1% 39.5% 23.4%

Professional Fields 48.1% 23.6% 24.8% 23.3%

Psychology 58.0% 46.9% 36.4% 21.7%

Social Sciences 42.4% 20.8% 22.5% 19.8%

Mathematics 28.7% 17.4% 10.4% 18.3%

Engineering and Technology 31.9% 19.6% 15.2% 16.8%

Clinical Medicine 49.3% 34.2% 33.0% 16.3%

Chemistry 36.3% 23.2% 21.5% 14.8%

Biomedical Research 42.4% 30.9% 30.1% 12.2%

Physics 23.7% 15.8% 11.6% 12.1%

Earth and Space 31.7% 23.7% 20.5% 11.2%

Biology 39.0% 27.5% 28.0% 11.0%

All disciplines 42.3% 27.1% 24.3% 18.0%

4 Descriptive statistics for the four indicators, detailed by disciplines, are available in the Appendix.
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authors have less than 1% of leading authorships. Taken altogether, these results show that
acknowledgees who are also authors tend to have a higher position in the academic hierarchy
when compared to all WoS authors.

4. DISCUSSION

Our analyses of the academic status of acknowledgees, measured using numbers of publica-
tions, total field-normalized citations, academic age, and share of leading authorships, show
that the subset of acknowledgees who are also authors tend to have a higher position in the
academic hierarchy compared to all of WoS authors. These findings suggest that academic
status may be associated with credit attribution practices, because acknowledgees appear to
be rather senior researchers according to our four indicators, at least when considering the
subset of acknowledgees who have already published (as defined by having at least one
WoS-indexed publication).

Our findings demonstrate that acknowledgements are not limited to research assistants and
less-experienced researchers whose contributions to research (often technical) cannot justify
authorship, but also extend to researchers of higher academic status, according to our four
indicators. Given the higher position in the academic hierarchy of the subset of acknowl-
edgees who have already published, we may consider acknowledgements not only as a form
of subauthorship, as has often been conceived (Costas & van Leeuwen, 2012; Díaz-Faes &
Bordons, 2014; Patel, 1973), but also as genuine form of credit for informal collaboration with
experienced colleagues. Our analysis does not allow us to associate academic status with the
nature of the acknowledged contribution. However, it has been shown that senior researchers,
when authors of a paper, are more frequently associated with conceptual tasks and resources
contributions, while younger researchers are more likely to contribute to experimentation

Figure 2. Distribution of researchers (all WoS authors, and acknowledgees who are also authors) by number of publications, total field-
normalized citations, academic age, and percentage of leading authorships. Note: WoS = All authors who published at least one article
or review in WoS between 2015 and 2017; Acknowledgees = Acknowledgees who published at least one article or review in WoS.
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(Larivière et al., 2016). This division of labor might be mirrored in the acknowledgements. Our
findings could thus be explained by the fact that manuscript revision and resource allocation
(contributions frequently mentioned in the acknowledgements, Paul-Hus, Díaz-Faes, et al.,
2017b) are reserved for researchers with higher seniority. In this sense, acknowledgements
to researchers of higher academic status might reveal the “invisible college” of close-but-distant
collaborators who contribute in informal ways to a research project (Price & Beaver, 1966).
Furthermore, our results may be another manifestation of the Matthew Effect (Merton, 1968),
as researchers of higher academic status who already have recognition and visibility in the sci-
entific community tend to be overrepresented among the acknowledgees. When two re-
searchers, one junior and one senior, contribute to a research project without meeting
authorship criteria, we might be more inclined to acknowledge the contribution of a senior
researcher, precisely because of their seniority.

Regarding the gender of individuals named in the acknowledgements of scientific papers,
our analyses have shown that gender disparities generally found in authorship extend to ac-
knowledgements. Globally, women are underrepresented in both authorships and acknowl-
edgements of scientific papers. Furthermore, as found by Moore (1984) and by Sugimoto and
Cronin (2012), our findings clearly confirm that women acknowledge proportionally more
women than men do. Our results are in line with the gender homophily pattern in team com-
position and social networks, which refers to the tendency to associate more frequently with
same-sex individuals (Ibarra, 1992; McPherson, Smith-Lovin, & Cook, 2001). Women thus ap-
pear to be less homophilic than men in their acknowledgement practices. This finding is con-
sistent with previous analyses of gender homophily in scientific collaborations (Araújo et al.,
2017; Bozeman & Corley, 2004), showing that men are more likely to collaborate with other
men while women are more “egalitarian.”

However, our results also show important differences between disciplines. These differ-
ences in the percentages of women among acknowledgees could also be due to the gender
composition in each discipline and the broad categorization of disciplines used in our anal-
yses. In fact, the disciplines in which we observed the highest levels of gender homophily,
Health and Professional Fields, both contain research areas generally considered to be highly
feminized (Witz, 2013), such as Nursing and Education, as well as male-health oriented areas.
In this context, observed gender homophily could be a second-order effect of the gender com-
position of a discipline if researchers of a given research area acknowledge individuals from
their own area. Moreover, observed gender differences and more generally the greater propor-
tion of male acknowledgees within our data set could also be a second-order effect, explained
by the overrepresentation of researchers of higher academic status among the acknowledgees.
Given the well-known overrepresentation of men in positions of higher rank in the scientific
community (Charles, 2003; Etzkowitz, Kemelgor, & Uzzi, 2000), the observed overrepresen-
tation of acknowledgees with higher academic status implies a greater proportion of men
among acknowledgees. The gender differences we found could thus be due, at least in part,
to second-order effects, without necessarily being a direct reflection of gender-biased ac-
knowledgement practices.

4.1. Limitations

Some limitations relating to our data source and methods must be considered when interpret-
ing our results. First, acknowledgement data are limited to funded research, because they are
collected with the intended objective of tracking funded research (Web of Science, 2009).
Acknowledgements are thus collected and indexed by WoS only if they include some kind
of funding information. These indexation criteria could induce a bias toward funded research
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and funding-related aspects of acknowledgements. Second, the gender assignation algorithm
we used, Wiki-Gendersort (Bérubé et al., 2020) presents a limitation that is common to most
gender assignment tools: lower reliability for names of Asian origin, and more specifically
Chinese names. It is thus safe to suppose that Chinese names are overrepresented in the un-
known gender category (Santamaría & Mihaljević, 2018). Finally, our results concerning the
academic status of acknowledgees are restricted to individuals who have already published. It
is thus reasonable to assume that this subset of acknowledgees might be characterized by a
higher academic status than the rest of the acknowledgees who have not published, being
either less-experienced researchers or technicians and assistants. As a consequence, our con-
clusions might not apply to acknowledgees who have not published.

5. CONCLUSION

Scientific collaboration is often synonymous with coauthorship, despite the fact that it remains
a partial indicator of collaboration (Katz & Martin, 1997). However, collaborators are not al-
ways authors of the papers to which they have contributed, and acknowledgements can help
reveal not only the contribution of these nonauthor collaborators but also their sociodemo-
graphic characteristics, making it possible to draw new insights on the social structure of sci-
ence as well as on practices of collaboration, division of labor, and credit attribution.

Regarding the academic status of acknowledgees, our results show that acknowledgees
who have already published tend to have a higher position in the academic hierarchy com-
pared to all of WoS authors. These findings indicate that acknowledgements are not limited to
less-experienced researchers whose contributions cannot justify authorship but also extend to
more experienced researchers.

Our results also show that women are underrepresented in acknowledgements. In a broader
context, academic stereotypes have been shown to act as gatekeepers by steering women
away from certain fields (Cheryan, Master, & Meltzoff, 2015). Perceived underrepresentation
of women, whether considering authorships or acknowledged contributions, can thus contrib-
ute to academic gendered stereotypes and exacerbate gender disparities in both local and
global scientific communities (Dung et al., 2019; Larivière et al., 2013; West et al., 2013).
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APPENDIX

Descriptive statistics for the number of publications, total field-normalized citations, academic
age, and percentage of leading authorships, by discipline

Table 4. Descriptive statistics for the number of publications, by discipline

Number of publications
Mean Median Standard deviation

Ackn WoS Ackn WoS Ackn WoS
Biology 37 8 16 2 59.2 20.3

Biomedical Research 57 7 25 1 85.2 22.5

Chemistry 68 9 28 1 105.1 32.1

Clinical Medicine 43 10 13 1 71.6 31.1

Earth and Space 56 10 31 1 76.3 25.8

Engineering and Technology 49 6 19 1 84.7 17.1

Health 42 4 13 1 75.1 11.1

Mathematics 44 10 28 2 56.5 20.4

Physics 83 19 46 1 122.3 76.8

Professional Fields 23 5 12 2 39.0 9.3

Psychology 41 8 15 2 68.2 20.4

Social Sciences 24 5 13 2 34.9 10.6

Note: Ackn = Acknowledgees who are also authors; WoS = All authors who published at least one article or
review in WoS between 2015 and 2017.
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Table 5. Descriptive statistics for the total field-normalized citations, by discipline

Total field-normalized citations
Mean Median Standard deviation

Ackn WoS Ackn WoS Ackn WoS
Biology 61.4 10.0 17.5 1.5 137.7 35.0

Biomedical Research 126.5 10.9 37.2 1.2 271.7 51.4

Chemistry 119.1 11.3 34.9 1.2 256.3 56.5

Clinical Medicine 81.5 14.2 15.9 1.2 186.9 68.1

Earth and Space 118.9 15.0 44.4 1.5 240.4 62.5

Engineering and Technology 92.4 7.2 23.1 1.0 225.8 35.8

Health 84.6 5.1 15.4 1.1 211.9 20.6

Mathematics 80.6 11.4 38.6 1.6 163.4 42.3

Physics 217.5 37.2 81.9 1.4 432.1 205.7

Professional Fields 49.3 6.7 17.9 1.2 105.9 24.8

Psychology 75.5 11.3 18.1 1.5 174.5 42.5

Social Sciences 50.6 7.9 18.1 1.4 102.3 27.6

Note: Ackn = Acknowledgees who are also authors; WoS = All authors who published at least one article or
review in WoS between 2015 and 2017.
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Table 6. Descriptive statistics for the academic age, by discipline

Academic age
Mean Median Standard deviation

Ackn WoS Ackn WoS Ackn WoS
Biology 14 5 12 2 9 7

Biomedical Research 15 4 14 2 10 6

Chemistry 15 4 12 2 10 6

Clinical Medicine 13 4 11 2 9 7

Earth and Space 16 5 14 2 9 7

Engineering and Technology 13 3 11 1 9 5

Health 13 3 10 2 9 5

Mathematics 18 6 17 2 9 8

Physics 16 5 15 2 9 7

Professional Fields 14 4 12 2 9 6

Psychology 13 5 10 2 9 7

Social Sciences 14 5 12 2 9 7

Note: Ackn = Acknowledgees who are also authors; WoS = All authors who published at least one article or
review in WoS between 2015 and 2017.
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Table 7. Descriptive statistics for the percentages of leading authorships, by discipline

Percentage of leading authorships
Mean Median Standard deviation

Ackn WoS Ackn WoS Ackn WoS
Biology 29.0 29.4 25.0 0.0 26.7 37.3

Biomedical Research 26.4 23.5 23.9 0.0 23.0 35.0

Chemistry 28.7 29.1 25.0 0.0 24.9 38.3

Clinical Medicine 21.9 22.6 16.3 0.0 24.4 34.5

Earth and Space 27.6 28.4 23.5 0.0 23.5 37.3

Engineering and Technology 30.4 32.8 25.0 0.0 27.7 41.0

Health 27.9 27.6 20.3 0.0 29.1 39.0

Mathematics 56.1 52.6 56.3 55.6 28.9 40.8

Physics 34.0 26.2 28.8 0.0 26.0 36.8

Professional Fields 52.7 47.6 50.4 50.0 31.6 42.6

Psychology 32.4 34.7 29.1 22.2 28.4 38.6

Social Sciences 56.4 53.9 57.1 60.0 32.0 42.3

Note: Ackn = Acknowledgees who are also authors; WoS = All authors who published at least one article or
review in WoS between 2015 and 2017.
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